
Chapter 3 

Technology adapted to Design and Development 

3.1 Int roduction 

The pre\ ious chapter was about the image clearing and involvement of participants in the 

proce~~- This chapter describes technologies those can be used for the system right from 

the analysis phase to evaluation. Some of them arc necessarily not techniques but arc 

practices. The description of technologies is maintained to align \Vith the needs of system 

requirements. 

Prof. ian Somerville's book on Software Engineering is clearly indicated that any kind of 

software development process deals with following set of activities: 

• Specification 
• Design 
• Validation 
• E'olution _ ..... 

Unless the design stage comes. these options v.ill be kept open. 

3.2 Software Process Model 

As per Prof. Ian Somerville there arc basically three generic software models are 

available [ 11]. 

I. The Waterfall model .. · 
2. Evolutionary development 
3. Component-based software engineering 
4. Variant of these models 

1 hnp:ll w\\ w.comp.lancs.ac.uk'computing rcsources.' lanS,SE6 Slide-; PPT'ch3.ppr-t270,5,Gcncric software.: 
process models 
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3.2.1 Waterfall model 

In the in house development environment it is inevitably iterative work wil l have to be 

done. With the past experience it can say overlapping work will be there in the said four 

activities. Then the Waterfall model might be suit as software process model. The Figure 

3.1 shows the behaviour of this model. 
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Figure 3.1: Waterfall model [ 12] 
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A~ per the Figure 3.1 every stage of process, there are overlapping in later part of the 

pre\'ious process vvith front pa11 of the next proce~~. There is a provision to go back to -...... . 
pre\ ious processes from the last process too. 

Disadvantages with the "Yaterfall method: 

Inflexibility to respond to the changing customer requirements; but still suit for 

middle scale systems that requirements arc well understood 

Hardly ever businesses have stable requirements 

This can be used for large systems but in di ffcrcnt components in several sites . 

3.2.2 Ex ploratory development 
.. · 

It ~hould start with well understood customer requirements add new features as they come 

from the customer. 

t: http:liww'' .comp.lanc~.ac.uk'compuling rcsourccs.'lanS SE6 Slides PPT'ch3.ppt#271 ,6,\Valerfall model 
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Figure 3.2 : Exploratory development [ 13 J 

As per the Figure 3.2 it is shown that using outline description three processes are going 

concurrently. Three deliverab les must be provided at these processed too. 

Although following problems involved, still for medium scale project this model can be 

used. 

Lack of process visibility; 
Systems are often poorly structured; - ' -
Special skills (e.g. languages for rapid prototyping) may be required 

3.2.3 Component-based software engineer ing 

In this model it is used already available components integrate or provided components 

from of the she I f. 

With regard to the proposed system there are no components·visible. 

13 http:. ''"''·comp.lanc~_ac.uk:computing,resourcesllanS SE6 SlidesiPPT/ch3.ppr-t273,1 O,Evolutionary 
development 
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3.3 Soft~a re specification 

This refers to the process of establishing what services are required and the constraints on 

the system's operation and development [ 14). This process is considered as the core of 

the system. 

Requirements engineering process is consisted with followings: 

Feasibility study 

Requirements elicitation and analysis 

Requirements specification 

Requirements validation 

3.3.1 Feasibility study 

Under this fo llowing feasibilities were considered: 

I. Economic Feasibility Financial viability of the project 

2. Technical Feasibility How available technologies fit to the system 

3. Organizational Feasibility - Willingness of the organization with regard to the _, 
system 

4. Legal Feasibility- De\elopment of concerned system with regard to the aspects in 

bank and other financial regulars 

A<:. far as the organization is concern thorough said studies are required as a financial 

mstitute. Refer the Appendix C for details of the feasibi lity study. 

3.3.2 Requirements elicitation and analysis 

When it deals with several stakeholders requirement conflicts arises. In order to overcome 

this it must be concerned with detecting and solving possible conflicts between 

requirements. defining the system scope and how it should interact with its environment 

~ http: · \\'\\.\\ .comp.lanc~.ac.uk, computing rc:.ourccs• lanS SE6 Slides PPT'ch3.ppr#312.23,Softwarc 
,pcci fication 
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and designing the step from system requirements to software requirements. Most 

importantly the source of requirements is identified and the requirements are captured. As 

far as the proposed system is concerned there are several departments are involved with 

clearing process ofthe bank. 

3.3.3 Requirements Specification 

This is refers to complete description of beha\ iour of the system to be developed. Based 

on these specifications the USE CASES can be developed to get the picture of functional 

requirements of the system and interaction of users vvill have with the system [5]. This 

will be a useful technique to be emerge ~ystem functionalities i11 the proposed system. In 

addition to that non-functional requirements constraint to the system are defined. 

3.3.4 Requirements validation 

"Have you got the right requirements?" that is the question should ask this stage. We can 

use existing system's reports and other documents for this purpose. In the proposed 

sy~tem there are files to be exchange with Core Banking System and LCPL. These 

formats can be validated before hand. 
_,...,. 

3.4 Soft" are Design 

This is the process of problem solving and planning for a solution [ 4]. In includes high 

le\ el architectural design to code level design. There are several technologies could be 

use for software design. 

3.4.1 Object-oriented analysis and des ign (OOAD) 

OOAD is a software engineering approach that models a system as a group of interacting 

objects [3]. 

' hllp: en., .. ikipedia.org ,,jk.i Sofr, .. are Requircmenh_Specification 
" http: en. wikipedia.org'" iki Soft\\arc _design 
1 hup: en.\\ ikipedia.org wihOOAD 
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Objects are representing followings: 

Entity in the system being mode lled 

Characterized or evolve by its class 

Its state 

And its behavior 

OOA is focused on what the propose system is going to do, while OOD focused on hov. 

'''tll the system do it. Different notations arc a\'ailable for representing these models. 

Unified Nlodcling Language GY'IL is \\ idely used for this modeling. 

OOA - looks at the problem domain. with the aim of producing a conceptual model of the 

tnformation that exists in the area being analyzed. 

OOD- transfonns the conceptual model produced in OOA to take account of the constraints 

imposed by the chosen architecture and any non-functional constraints. 

This method of analysis and design visualize the behaviour of the system and satisfy the 

users. Reusability is always required in the proposed system. 

3.4.2 Structured Systems Analysis and Design Method (SSAD~I) _, 

SS-\D\1 is a waterfall method by v.hich an In formation System design can be arri\'ed at: 

SSAD~1 can be thought to represent a pinnacle of the rigorous document-led approach to 

system design, and contrasts with more contemporary Rapid Application Development 

methods [6]. Proposed system is not aligning with this kind of approach as mentioned 

characteristics are not visual ized jn the system. 

3.5 Va lidation 

This is refers test to whether the software requirements have met the provided solution. 

The question here should ask is "Have we built the right software?" .The efficiency and 

hnp:/ien." ikipedia.org. '' iki Structured Sy:;tcms_Analysis and_ OeSJ!;,'Tl_ \1cthod 
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functionality are always curtail is validate in the proposed system. This is part of the 

software testing and followings arc main software testing methods. 

Black box testing -the software is considered as a black box and test the functionality 

White box testing testing done in the code level knowing the implementation data 

structures and algorithms ofthe software 

When the size and the complexity of sofiware and time constraints is concern the test 

method should be simple. The selecting a test method will be based said issue. 

3.6 Evolution 

This refers to process of evolving an existing system to meet new requirements [I 0]. As 

the system based on banking the business process might be changed. 

3.7 Alternative Systems 

llcre alternative systems are considered with regard to the implementation. The se lection 

of suitable technology is done on a comparison. Four technologies were considered 

below. 

3.7.1 Stand Alone _, 

The existing system is a stand alone system. lt has made vast amount of braw backs. The 

management has decided to replace the said system. lt has no interface with the banking 

system or signature verification system. 

3.7.2 Mul ti User Environment Using Web Technology 

The Multi user environment using web technology. can be used for the system usmg .. · 
already established YPN which is a closed network. When the necessity arises it is 

needed to refer the branch manager by a screen. It can be done by this technology. 

Connecting with the core banking system and among CICPS users using the LAN is still 

viable. And also there is no security issue using this technology. 

10 http://w\\\v.comp.lancs.ac.uk.'computing rcsourccs/ lanS• SE5. io)'scng·cbse evolution.pp"'256, I ,Sy!.tems 

nolution 
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3.7.3 Web T echnology 

Using web technology it can be connected each node using the intemet. But it will be 

heavily slow with regard to the handling images and the heavy volume of cheques. And 

the other main disadvantage is lack of security in this technology. 

3. 7.4 Comparison of AlternativeS) stems 

There is a comparison in Table 3.1 on altemati\e systems with regard to the 

implementation. 

Facility/ Feature Implementation 
--

Standalone Web based Desk top 

Web based ', \ Application 

Availabi lity High Medium Medium High 
-
~ 

Accessibility Low High- Limited High High - Limited 

-
High- Limited High High- Limited -

Connectivity Low 

--
Security Low Medium Low High 

Table 3.1 : Comparison of Alternative Systems 
_..,_ 

3.7.5 Why It Is Favourable The De~ktop Application? 

Thi~ comparison nothing worth for which one is better than the other. But for understand 

v\'hat differences are helping for the project in selecting the technology. 

By considering above fact it can be omitted the considering the stand alone system and 

the web technology. But it can not be omitted the multi user environment using web 

technology easi ly. Main advantages for selecting desktop application are fo llows. 

1. It is relatively past When you download content, obviously you get it to the desk 

top in one fetch - means gets desk-top quality performance. 

2. It can be find more user controls. 
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3. Robust system of keyboard shortcuts- ln the web base it can be hardly find short 

cut key for quick operations and navigations. It is inevitable to deal with high 

volume with images in this system. The operation has to be completed in short 

period of time. Then the need of shortcuts is high. 

4. Accessing hardware devices easy like printers, CD writer etc. 

5. Web applications are hard to access computer resources like file system. 

6. There are still some common browser problems to overcome. 

3.8 Summary 

This chapter describes technologies could be use in software process for proposed system. 

In some instances comparison between the technologies also included. The chapter is 

discussed about my approach to adapt to technology to solve the problem. 

_..,_ 

, . 
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